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Every day we all make hundreds of decisions. We possess the abilities to carefully deliberate and acquire additional information before we make up our minds. Yet, for most decisions, we do not call on these abilities. Instead, we quickly assess whether the decision problem appears sufficiently similar to problems we have encountered previously and, if so, follow our acquired decision routine. This is not only a means to reduce decision effort. It also prevents us from being led astray by marginal features of the situation instead of reacting to the important, core elements of the problem. If the situation is uncertain or even ambiguous, repeating what was reasonable in the past enables us to make any decision at all (Athay & Darley, 1981) .
Adult decision makers possess a vast routine repertoire. Routines are defined here as behavioral options that come to mind as viable choice candidates whenever the individual re-encounters and recognizes a decision situation (Betsch & Haberstroh, 2005a,b) . Routines are learned by experience. For example, assume you have rented a new flat. During the first weeks, you explore the possible options for going to work. Soon, however, when you are leaving the house for work, the decision situation has changed substantially. Due to your prior experience, you now have access to a viable choice candidate in memory, e.g. the route you chose the day before. Therefore, you can simply repeat your prior choice.
With increasing repetition and reinforcement frequency, routines may eventually freeze into habits (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000; James, 1890 James, /1950 Ouelette & Wood, 1998; Triandis, 1977; Verplanken & Aarts, 1999; Wood & Neal, 2007) . However, not all past behaviors are overlearned habits, which can be implemented automatically. "Routine" is a broad concept capturing both automatic and non-automatic solutions to decision problems that have been learned by the decision maker (Betsch & Haberstroh, 2005a) . Extensive behavior repetition is not necessary to anchor decisions to a particular alternative. Even only a few repetitions may suffice to add a behavioral option to an individual's routine repertoire.
Sometimes, however, the world may change. A routine that promoted a person's goals in the past may produce suboptimal or even negative outcomes in the future. An adaptive decision maker must be capable of detecting such changes and, if necessary, eventually decide on alternative courses of action.
In mundane situations, individuals often make decisions in a social context. They can observe other people's behavior or form expectations about their own behavior based on social knowledge (Bandura, 1977) . Interestingly, behavioral models are still rarely considered as a source of information in research on individual decision making in humans. Most pertinent studies consider the influence of models on risk seeking in individuals (e.g., Yechiam, Druyan & Ert, 2008) . Routine decision making in social contexts, however, has largely been neglected (but see Mussweiler & Rüter, 2003; Reimer et al., 2005) . This is the object of our study. We lead participants to acquire a decision routine. At a certain point, unbeknownst to our subjects, the situation changes such that the routine is no longer optimal. We then investigate how participants adapt to this change. We manipulate when participants receive information about others' choices: during the learning phase, during the test phase, or during both phases (compared to controls that never receive additional information).
Specifically, we study the following situation. Participants repeatedly choose among four gambles represented by four decks of cards (similar to the IOWA-task, Bechara et al. 1994) . Accordingly, they face a probabilistic choice environment in which the monetary outcomes of the choices are risky. By making repeated decisions, participants eventually acquire a choice routine, i.e., to consistently prefer the deck with the highest expected value. Following this routine acquisition phase, the underlying pay-off structure of the task is changed so that routine choices no longer yield the highest profit. Instead, a different deck of cards has the highest expected value. Consequently, successful adaptation requires participants to detect this change, terminate their routines and henceforth prefer the alternative deck that now has the highest expected value. In each of the two phases, half of our participants are provided with information on choices and outcomes made by a model. During each trial, these participants can inspect the results of another draw from the same type of lottery task. These draws are made either in a social or a nonsocial situation. In Experiment 1, the individual works together with a human model who is a confederate of the experimenter. In Experiment 2, the sequence of draws is said to have been previously determined by a computer and is presented to the individual in the form of a so-called "card-information box". Importantly, the sequence of draws and their outcomes are exactly the same in both experiments and strongly encourage routine deviation. We examine (a) to what extent such additional information helps participants adapt to the new situation (i.e., deviate from their routines) and (b) whether it makes a difference when the additional information is conveyed in a social or a non-social situation.
In the probabilistic context of our game, decision makers are not certain which decks yield which gains and losses with which probabilities nor whether the game remains constant over all repetitions. Consequently, a constant choice of the optimal deck in the learning phase may result from either deliberate (or intuitive) Bayesian updating that is repeated every trial or the application of a decision routine. Our within-subjects manipulation enables us to discriminate between these explications. In the learning phase, it is always optimal to choose the best deck, even if one has incurred a loss in earlier trials. In the test phase, losses with this deck are more frequent. Given that participants do not know that the world has changed, it is optimal to begin choosing the other decks. Therefore, if we find that a participant keeps choosing the former best deck despite frequent losses, this suggests that the participant is indeed applying a decision making routine. From a normative perspective, it is appropriate to distinguish between (a) a routine effect and (b) a routine bias. A routine effect occurs if participants must first overcome the earlier routine by relearning before they begin reacting optimally to the changed situation. A routine bias occurs if participants take longer to abandon the earlier routine than one should expect based on a normative model of probability updating.
We test our participants in a decision situation in which past outcomes do not predict future outcomes. Hence, the profit maximizing reaction would be to treat the second phase of the experi-ment as a separate decision situation and use Bayes' rule to identify the new best deck. However, our participants are not informed that there is a change at all, nor are they aware that information on past outcomes is irrelevant. An alternative benchmark, therefore, begins with the legitimate assumption that the situation has not changed. Based on this assumption, if participants choose the former best deck and incur a loss, they must integrate this new information with the information from the training phase using Bayes' rule.
If one defines Bayesian updating as the norm, the probability of an outcome for the choice at stake is a function of the choice's s entire prior outcome distribution (see Betsch, Haberstroh et al., 2001 , for a discussion). For example, assume that a particular option produces 8 gains and 2 losses in one sequence of choices and 2 gains and 8 losses in another sequence. Considered separately, p SEQUENCE 1 (gain) is .8, whereas p SEQUENCE 2 (gain) is .2. Now assume that sequence 2 is experienced as a continuation of sequence 1. At the start of the second sequence, the expectation of a gain is .8 due to the prior outcome distribution in sequence 1. If the individual then experiences a loss as the first outcome of the first choice in sequence 2, the base rate of losses changes from 2 out of 10 (20 %) to 3 out of 11 (27.3 %). Hence, it is justified to still expect this alternative to produce a gain in the next trial in the sequence. Due to incremental base-rate updating, the loss probability exceeds the threshold of 50% only after the 6 th move in the second sequence provided each move consistently yields a loss. Accordingly, maintaining the routine over 6 trials in the second sequence (even after consistent negative feedback) would be perfectly justified if individuals assume that the situation has not changed in the second round of the game. By contrast, if decision makers assume that the situation has changed and that the past is uninformative, they must begin constructing a new base rate from scratch.
Within the Bayesian framework and under the assumption that all players are playing the same game, additional information should increase the speed of adaptation. Accordingly, if the sample of valid information is increased by allowing the individual to inspect choices and outcomes of another person, the routine effect should decrease. This effect of additional information should occur regardless of whether the information is conveyed in a social or non-social fashion, given that the information is valid and reliable.
The literature on social learning, however, gives rise to the expectation that a social model may have a stronger impact on an observer's behavior than a non-social model. Identification with a model plays a crucial role in social learning (Bandura, 1977) . Specifically, the tendency to imitate a model increases with identification. Presumably, it is easier for participants to identify with another person (in the case of our study: a person of the same sex and similar age) than with a computer. Therefore, we should expect individuals to attribute more weight to socially conveyed information than to non-socially conveyed information. In our study, the additional information provided by social and non-social models suggests routine deviation. But the decrease of a routine effect should be most pronounced in the social model conditions.
We still know little, however, about the nature of the adaptation process. Different mechanisms may drive the information search and integration processes as well as the resulting choice. First, consider (as a normative benchmark) a homo oeconomicus who employs a Bayesian updating rule for probability estimation and takes all information into account. Each piece of new evidence is aggregated with prior experience. An individual following an updating rule will maintain the routine until counterevidence compensates prior success rates. The sample of counterevidence needed for adaptation after the world has changed increases with the size of the sample of prior experience reinforcing the routine. As such, the strength of a routine effect is a function of the amount of both prior experience and new information. The adaptation process is slow because it requires step-by-step updating of prior knowledge. Observing an (ideal) model (i.e., showing the correct behavior) should speed up this process because the model increases the sample of information used for updating (cf. Yechiam et al., 2008) . If the weight of each piece of information remains stable in this process, choices should reveal routine effects but no routine biases.
A second, more extreme possibility is that decision makers apply conservative strategies once a routine has been established. Similar effects of inertia in decision making have been described in the literature on the "Einstellungs-Effekt" (Luchins & Luchins, 1959) , status quo bias (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988) , omission bias (Baron & Ritov, 1994) and the strategy maintenance effect (Bröder & Schiffer, 2006) . The most problematic routine biases are those that occur against the individual's own intention. Even less than 10 choice repetitions can be sufficient to cause counter-intentional routine maintenance effects (relapse errors) in subsequent decisions (Betsch et al., 2004) . Routine bias can evolve from overweighting prior base rates or from confirmatory search strategies (Betsch, 2005; Betsch et al., 2001) . In the most radical form, routine decision makers might entirely reject evidence counter to the routine. From the viewpoint of such a conservative decision maker, a model's behavior would simply be irrelevant.
Browsing the literature on social modeling, however, invites a more optimistic view. Assume, as a third possibility, that individuals apply a very simple copy strategy vis-à-vis a good decision model. Adopting the model's behavior will free individuals from the effortful processes of belief updating and information integration. Research on humans and animals indicate that organisms are prone to use copy strategies, especially if information acquisition and processing is costly (Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Laland, 2004; Webster & Laland, 2008) . A copy strategy enables a decision maker to jump to new courses of actions and instantly adapt to changes in the world when a good model is present.
The possibilities discussed so far lie at the endpoints of a spectrum. The first and the second assume strong inertia effects. Adaptation may completely fail under extreme conservatism or involves effortful relearning. This process is slow and may even fail if information processing is biased. A model can promote this process only by increasing the sample size of relevant information (and this may also have no effect if the decision maker ignores this information). This adaptation strategy would manifest itself in strong routine effects or even routine biases. In contrast, it is conceivable that individuals will reveal no routine effects at all because they could simply copy the behavior of the successful model.
We suggest a fourth possibility that lies between these two extremes. The key idea is that observing a behavioral model in a changing world causes decision makers to experience a conflict. After the world has changed, the individuals suddenly realize that their own routine deviates from the model's behavior. This divergence might be considered a cue for change of the situation. Cues indicating novelty have a powerful impact on routine choice. They encourage the consideration of alternatives and, eventually, routine deviation (Betsch et al., 1998 (Betsch et al., , 2001 . If such a conflict is present -or if at least the decision makers cannot exclude this possibility -they must decide on two levels. At the behavioral level, the individuals still select between behavioral options (e.g., the decks of cards in our experiments). On a meta-level, the individuals consider different hypotheses about the situation, "the world has changed" versus the "world is still the same". Depending on which hypothesis is accepted, different types of information become relevant. If the first is accepted, only new information is relevant. If the second is accepted, prior information remains relevant. As such, the meta-decision will influence the selection of the sample of information to be considered. In this perspective, the model primarily serves as a cue for novelty, rather than a mere source of additional outcome information. If this is the approach used by all or at least the majority of participants, their speed of adaptation should lie somewhere between the extremes discussed above.
In the next sections, we report two experiments that examine routine decision makers' process of adaptation to changes in the pay-off structure. In a learning phase, all participants establish a choice routine, i.e., to prefer a certain lottery (deck of cards), during a series of routine-learning trials. In a test phase (routine-deviation phase), the task pay-off structure is changed so that it is normatively appropriate to abandon the routine and prefer a different option. In the first experiment, we study routine maintenance and routine deviation decisions under the presence (absence) of a social model (i.e. a confederate of the experimenter) who provides the participant with additional relevant and valid information about choices and outcomes. To avoid gender effects, we recruited only female participants to work with the female experimenter and the female confederate. In the second experiment, the additional information is conveyed in a non-social fashion (i.e. by a card information box that contains draws made by a computer). We assess the influence of prior information and new evidence in order to identify the mechanisms of information processing that underlie routine deviation decisions and adaptation to new environments.
EXPERIMENT 1 Method

Participants and Design
Fifty-four female undergraduates (mean age: 20.7) from different majors at the University of Erfurt participated in the experiment, which lasted approximately one hour. They were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions resulting from a 2 (model observable / not observable during routine-learning phase) by 2 (model observable / not observable during routine-deviation (test) phase) full-factorial design. Based on individual performance, the six best players were rewarded with 30 Euros each (approximately 42 US dollars at that time). The reward was quite attractive to the students, as it was almost five times the typical hourly pay for a research assistant.
Materials
We employed a variant of the Iowa Gambling Task (Bechara et al., 1994) , in which participants repeatedly chose between four decks of cards yielding monetary losses and gains. The decks of cards differed with regard to their pay-off distribution. In our version of the task, the outcome structure of the decks was arranged in such a fashion that one deck clearly dominated the others. Specifically, one deck had a positive expected value EV=5, while the EVs of the other decks were either negative or zero (see Table 1 ). Moreover, the range of pay-offs was larger in the two decks with negative EVs. The pay-offs were represented by poker chips. The pay-off structure encourages the decision makers to develop a routine. That is, after having identified the best alternative, decision makers should henceforth repeatedly prefer that particular deck in order to maximize their profits over time. Accordingly, we assessed this tendency towards routinization by comparing rates of draws from the four decks. The absence of routines should manifest itself in an even distribution of rates (25% of draws from each deck). With increasing routinization, the dispersion of rates would increase, revealing a preference order (high rate of draws from one deck and low rates of draws from the others).
In order to increase option distinctiveness, the decks had different colors. Combinations of deck EV's and color were counter-balanced in order to avoid systematic effects of prior preferences for color. We covertly changed the assignment of colors to the type of decks from the learning phase (routine learning) to the test phase (routine deviation, see below). With this change, the routine (e.g., the green deck) suddenly became a poor alternative. In order to continue maximizing profits, participants had to deviate from their routines in the test phase (e.g., stop choosing the green deck) and choose a deck with a different color (e.g., the red deck, see Table 1 ). Figure 1 depicts the experimental setting. Two sets of four decks of cards (backside up) were laid out on a table; one set in front of the participant (P), the other in front of the confederate (C) who served as the behavioral model. Both sets were identical with respect to color and outcome distribution. Across from the experimenter (E), P and C were seated next to each other (distance approximately 1 m apart) with a separating screen between them. In the experimental conditions in which the model's behavior was observable, the screen was shifted backwards so that the participant could see the model's choices and the subsequent outcomes (see right part of Figure 2 ). In the counter conditions, the screen was moved forward so that the model's moves were hidden (see left part of Figure 1 ). Participants were told that the position of the screen might be changed within the experiment in order to study different conditions of team performance. A female experimenter served as the croupier. Specifically, she handled the bank, guided participants through the game, logged the outcomes, collected losses and returned gains (poker chips). 
Procedure
Participants were recruited with the understanding to take part in a study on team performance in a card game. Upon arriving in a waiting room, the participants met their team player, a confederate of the experimenter, who served as the behavioral model (female, age 22 years, student of another university, blind to the hypotheses). Participants were informed that the team's task was to gain as many casino chips as possible. After the study, the six best performing teams would be identified (representing 12 % of all participating teams) and each of the team players rewarded with € 30.
The team situation establishes a decision task in a social environment in which inspection of a model's behavior is justified. One may argue that it may also demand the participant to copy the model's behavior. Note, however, that such a tendency would work against our hypothesis of delayed adaptation.
After signing an informed consent statement, the participant and the confederate were led to the experiment room. The participant was always seated to the left of the confederate. Depending on assignment to experimental conditions, the participant could either observe the model's behavior or not (see Figure 1 ).
The experimenter introduced herself as the croupier and provided each team player with 100 poker chips. She then described the setting (see Figure 1 ) and the procedure of the game. Specifically, team players were informed about the following rules of the task:
"The team players repeatedly draw cards. They alternate whose turn it is to draw. A player must wait her turn until it is announced by the croupier. Thereafter, the player must draw one card from one of the four decks in front of her. She is free to choose any of the four decks. After she has drawn a card, she must turn it face-up and place it on a rectangular field marked on the desk in front of her. Each card announces either a gain or a loss in terms of positive and negative points, respectively. The croupier inspects the payoff, logs it into a file and pays/collects the corresponding number of chips. The team goal is to jointly maximize the total number of points and, at the same time, minimize the number of draws. One deck of cards is better than all the others. To maximize profits, team players must identify this deck as quickly as possible. The croupier adds up the payoffs achieved by the participant and will terminate the game as soon as the sum of points exceeds a specific amount 1 . Team players are not allowed to verbally communicate with each other during the game."
After having introduced the rules, the experimenter initiated the learning phase of the game in which the participant acquired a routine (i.e., a preference for one particular deck of cards). In each trial, first the learning model (confederate) drew a card and placed it face-up on the table. Subsequently, the participant was asked to make her draw. The model and the participant stacked the drawn cards in front of them so that only the last card drawn was visible. The experimenter terminated the learning phase as soon as the participant had gained 250 points. To reach this amount, the participant must have chosen the best deck at least 30 times. The minimal number of routine repetitions is equal to those used in the studies by Betsch and colleagues (2001, strong routine conditions). Moreover, the game was terminated if the participant failed to reach the critical number of points within 100 trials. In the case that the participant initially preferred a suboptimal deck, the number of trials needed was increased to compensate accumulated losses. The number of critical points and trials were determined based on careful pretesting and simulations of drawing strategies. The chosen combination ensures that participants passing these requirements have repeated the routine at least three times more often than any of the other alterna-1 An exact amount could not be announced in advance, because it was dependent on the participant's performance.
tives (cf. Betsch et al., 1998) . Six participants failed to gain 250 points within 100 trials (see result section).
After having successfully completed the learning phase of the experiment, the team was led to two separate cubicles where the participant was presented with a short questionnaire on a computer screen. The questionnaire assessed personal information (gender, age, academic majors, etc.); none of the items were related to the decision task. Participants were informed in advance that the decision tasks will be interrupted by a short questionnaire session. Meanwhile, the experimenter exchanged the card decks. Color, position and height of the decks remained the same but the pay-off distributions were changed so that the routine deck yielded an EV = 0 (see Table 1 ). Thus, in subsequent trials players must deviate from their routine and identify the new best performing deck in order to continue maximizing their profits.
After completing the questionnaire, the team returned to their table to begin the test phase of the experiment. The experimenter reminded the team of the ostensible purpose of the experiment to study different conditions of team performance. Depending on experimental conditions, she either changed the position of the screen between the players or left it in the original position. Following a brief rehearsal of the rules of the game, she asked the confederate to begin with the first draw. The participant received no information about the changes in the payoff structure. After 50 trials, the game was terminated.
In each condition, the model's moves followed a fixed schedule. At the beginning of the learning and test phases, the model began by drawing a sample of three cards from each deck starting with the left deck. Thereafter, she preferred the best deck in about 90% of her choices.
After completing the entire experiment, all participants received a written debriefing via email that described in detail the purpose of the study as well as the reasons why it was necessary to use a confederate as a behavioral model. In each of the two routine-learning conditions (model observable vs. not observable), the three individuals who performed best during the learning phase were identified. Results of test-phase performance were ignored. Altogether, six participants were invited to the lab and rewarded with € 30 each.
Results and Discussion
Six participants failed to successfully complete the learning phase. Specifically, they did not reach 250 points within 100 trials and were thus excluded from further analysis. The remaining 48 participants are evenly distributed across the four experimental conditions (n = 12 per group).
We analyzed participants' choice behavior in the test (routine-deviation) phase of the study. Figure 2 descriptively shows how the presence or absence of a behavioral model influences participants' adaptation to changed circumstances. When there was no model in both the learning and test phases ("no no" condition), more than 80 % of participants chose the former best deck in the first trials. However, this percentage steadily declines while the percentage of those choosing the new best deck steadily increases over trials. By the 20 th trial, the new best deck is chosen more often than the old one. This pattern is very similar to that observed when a behavioral model is always present ("yes yes" condition). In this case, however, adaptation occurs much more quickly. The new deck is already chosen more frequently than the old one by the 10 th trial. Choices also polarize over time. By the 40 th trial, almost all participants chose the new deck. When a model was present during the learning phase and absent during the test phase ("yes no" condition), the data are very noisy until trial 35. Even then, the new deck is preferred only slightly over the former one. Finally, when the model was not present during the learning phase and present during the test phase ("no yes" condition), the data fluctuate widely until trial 35, after which the choices polarize. In a non-parametric test of the mean percentage of normative choices per participant in the test phase, we find significant differences between the "no no" and "yes yes" conditions (Wilcoxon rank sum test, N = 24, p = .0492) as well as between the "yes no" and "yes yes" conditions (N = 24, p = .0301). The remaining comparisons are not significant at conventional levels. For parametric estimation, we face two challenges. First, participants could choose between four decks; the expected values of the two least attractive decks are equal (EV= -5). Second, participants had to infer expected values from the information that they happened to receive. For both reasons, we must treat the four options as categorical. The appropriate model for analysis, therefore, is a mul-tinomial logit model 2 . Each participant had 50 choices; and observations are not independent within participants. Unfortunately, there is no generally acknowledged random-effects multinomial logit model. Therefore, we clustered standard errors per individual. Note that this procedure assumes less structure than is actually contained in our data and is therefore conservative.
Both models in Table 2 use the deck that was normative in the learning phase (the routine) as the reference category. Thus, all regressors measure the likelihood that a participant deviates from the former norm in the test phase. In terms of experimental conditions, the "no no" condition is the reference category. Hence, all treatment effects measure how strongly the presence of a behavioral model in either phase affects the likelihood of deviating from the former normative choice. In model 1, all treatment effects (except for "yes no" with respect to the new normative choice) are significant. Whenever there is a behavioral model, participants are less likely to choose the two options with a negative expected value, compared with the "no no" condition. By contrast, if participants have the opportunity to observe a behavioral model in the test phase, there is a greater likelihood that they will choose the new normative deck.
Model 2 is even more revealing. It adds the time trend as well as interaction effects with time.
Results show that participants are less likely to choose the two decks with negative expected values and more likely to choose the new normative deck. All treatment effects diminish over time. This follows from the fact that the condition and interaction effects have opposite signs. Interestingly, in this model for the normative choice, condition main effects are negative. In early trials, participants in all conditions are less likely to make the normative choice, as compared with the "no no" baseline. However, for the "no yes" treatment, the effect reverses due to the interaction effect from the 24 th trial on (23.846*.052 = 1.240). For the "yes yes" treatment, 20 trials suffice for this reversal to occur. Since the model is non-linear, coefficients cannot be directly interpreted as marginal effects. Model 2 predicts that the likelihood of making the normative choice increases from the first to the last trial of the test phase from 26 to 69 %, respectively, in the "no no" baseline. This likelihood increases from 19 to 88 % for the "no yes" condition, from 15 to 95 % for the "yes yes" condition and from 23 to 62% for the "yes no" condition. . The model simultaneously estimates all three contrasts with the reference category (which we chose to be the former normative deck) with maximum likelihood and thereby reflects that subjects only once choose between all four options. For background, see Cameron & Trivedi (2005, chapter 15 ). 
Routine Effect versus Routine Bias
To disentangle routine bias from routine effect, we calculate the posterior probability of the previously normative choice yielding a gain using Bayes' rule based on the assumption that the game has not changed. We calculate this in the following manner: in the learning phase, participants make decisions and know the color of the deck. For the analysis, we focus on the color of the deck with the highest expected value in the learning phase; c denotes the number of times that the participant chose a certain deck (e.g., the red deck) in the entire experiment, i.e. in the learning and in the test phase, up to the current trial. Through feedback participants learn whether they have made a gain in the trial in question. g denotes the number of times that a certain participant has made a gain up to the trial in question. Participants are also able to keep track of the number of decks with the previously normative color that have led to gains. We denote this number by cg. Finally, participants know the number of the current trial in terms of the entire experiment, i.e. treating the time after the restart as a continuation of the previous experiment. This number is denoted as n . Given this information, we can calculate the posterior probability of making a gain for each trial, given that the deck has the previously normative color: The upper lines in all panels are generated in the following manner: for each participant, we calculate the posterior probability that the previously normative deck is still best using the above equation. The lines in the graphs represent the means of these individual posterior probabilities. Figure 3 shows that, for the previously normative choice (the routine), the posterior probability remains high throughout the game. Even in the final trial of the test phase, i.e. 50 trials after the change in circumstances, the mean updated probability of success is still 70.32 %. Even for the participant who has experienced the most losses with the former best deck, this probability is still 50.94 %. Given that each participant has four options, the posterior probability is thus still far greater than chance (which would be 25 %). Hence, if participants were blind to the possibility of change, all should have continued choosing the deck that they had learned to be best in the routine acquisition phase. Only one participant actually showed this extreme routine behavior. Accordingly, from a normative view, we find no evidence for a general routine bias among participants. In contrast, it is also possible that participants wonder whether the situation has changed in the second decision phase. Recall, that there was a short break between the two phases. This interruption might cue concepts of change or restart in the participants. In the extreme case, participants might believe that the past is completely irrelevant (which happened to be our manipulation, but this was unknown to the participants). In this case, they must begin exploring the situation from scratch. In other words, they should not even show a routine effect. If we allow for some uncertainty in their reactions and count those participants who chose each of the four decks at least once during the first 8 trials of the test phase, one quarter of participants, i.e. 16 out of 48, did in fact behave in this manner. Note that, in the context of this experiment, such variance cannot be explained by participants merely guessing or choosing decks at random, as we only admitted participants to the second part of the experiment who had acquired the routine to choose the previously normative deck. If participants deviate from this routine in the test phase, it must mean that they question whether the situation is still the same. However, Bayesian analysis is more precise. Both lines in Figure 3 were calculated in the same manner; the lower line, however, refers to the newly normative choice and is based only on information sampled in the test phase, while the upper line refers to the routine and uses information from both phases. In the aggregate, this posterior probability is greater than 50% from the 10 th trial on. Given that the new normative deck yields a gain in 80% of all cases, the posterior probability climbs to 100% in the first trial for each individual in four of five cases. This probability then stabilizes at a slightly lower level once the participant experiences one of the rare losses. Participants are told that only one deck is optimal. Therefore, if the posterior probability of a gain is greater than 50%, one should expect that, from then on, individuals should choose this deck with certainty.
The large majority of participants, however, are substantially below this benchmark, as Figure 4 shows. This indicates that these participants chose non-normative decks, even if the posterior probability of gaining from choosing the normative deck is greater than 50% (and hence more than twice as likely as chance). Our findings thus far show that our participants neither blindly follow the routine from the training phase nor completely neglect the information from the past and explore the situation from scratch. The pattern of findings suggests that most participants adopt a richer decision strategy. Arguably, most participants are uncertain whether the situation has changed or not. If the situation is unchanged, the fact that they now face more losses when choosing the previously normative deck is new information regarding an old phenomenon. They should therefore integrate it with the information from earlier rounds. If, however, the situation has changed since the first phase of the experiment, participants should begin searching and subsequently update their predictions in light of their new experiences. For such participants, one option would be to first try out both interpretations of the new situation in competition with each other and then switch to the new normative deck (with high gain probability) only once the predicted probabil- ity of gaining based on the assumption that the situation has changed is greater than the predicted probability of gaining based on the alternative assumption that the situation is the same.
Adaptation and the Role of the Behavioral Model
If participants are uncertain about how to interpret the situation, they must decide between two hypotheses: (1) the situation is unchanged (routine applies to test phase) or (2) the situation has changed (routine does not apply to test phase). Each hypothesis invites different strategies of information processing. Residing with the first hypothesis, the individual should use information from both phases and assess the posterior probability of the previously normative deck still being the best choice (upall). Residing with the second hypothesis, the individual should ignore information from the first phase of the experiment. Given this strategy, the individual would have to estimate the winning probability for each option and update each estimate in light of the experiences she is making. For the analysis, we focus on the evolution of the posterior probability that the newly normative deck is indeed the best given only feedback from the testphase (uptest).
We first investigate the process of adaptation in the aggregate. We use Bayesian predictions based on both conceptions of the situation and their corresponding strategies (upall, uptest) as explanatory variables. Model 1 in Table 3 shows that both strategies indeed explain choices independently. In terms of the decision to avoid the decks with a negative expected value, only the updated probability of making a gain with the previously normative deck matters. Participants had learned during the training phase that these decks are bad; this information remains valid. By contrast, choosing the new normative deck is significantly and considerably more likely the more important the updated probability of gaining from this option is and less likely the higher the updated probability of gaining from choosing the previously normative deck is. Coefficients indicate that participants attach more weight to the possibility that the game has changed. However, the weight attached to the possibility that the game has remained stable still makes up approximately 2/3 of the weight attached to the opposite interpretation of the situation.
Model 2 in Table 3 shows two things. First, controlling for predictions does not affect condition effects. More interestingly, we learn how the presence of a behavioral model affects choices. If there is such a model in the test phase, participants are much less likely to interpret the situation as unchanged due to the condition main effects. However, as indicated by the negative interaction effects, the pull of the model becomes weaker the stronger the updated prediction of gaining from choosing the previously normative deck is. By contrast, there are no significant interactions between conditions and the updated probability of gaining from the newly normative deck. We conclude that a behavioral model is not important for increasing the amount of information about the newly normative deck. The key issue, therefore, is not that of providing the participant with a larger sample. Rather, she must be induced to see the situation in a new light. The fact that the model no longer follows the old norm provides a powerful cue and induces participants to explore the situation more closely. When a behavioral model is present in both phases, only 2 of 12 participants cannot be classified as either following their earlier routine (1 participant), exclusively exploring the new situation (5 participants) or using both approaches simultaneously (4 participants). Nine of 12 participants are influenced in their choice of the newly normative deck by an interpretation of the situation as new. Thus, the presence of a behavioral model helps participants make meaningful choices and induces participants to consider the possibility that the situation has changed.
When there is no behavioral model in either phase, the adaptation strategy cannot be identified for half of the participants. The other half (i.e. 6 participants) simultaneously use both strategies. If they do not have help from the social context, participants have a more difficult time making meaningful choices. Those who do make choices rightly seem to consider the two competing interpretations: the game continues or the game has changed. In the "no yes" condition, participants are simultaneously faced with two sources of uncertainty after the restart: the game might have changed; and they must adjust to the fact that they can now observe their counterpart.
While participants in the "yes yes" condition knew the other group member had performed very well in the training phase, no such information was available to participants in the "no yes" condition. Indeed, participants perform less well in this condition. Seven of 12 participants cannot be classified as using either strategy. Three focus exclusively on the novelty, while two are significantly influenced by both the uptest and upall regressors.
Finally, in the "yes no" condition, participants not only have to determine whether the game is still the same after the break, they are also deprived of the help by their group member, which they had observed to be instrumental during the training phase. This hightened degree of uncertainty translates itself into the fact that only 4 of 12 participants can be classified as using the updated information. Only two interpret the situation as changed, while an additional two seem to simultaneously consider both interpretations.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 1, the participant's choice problem was embedded in a social context. In three of the four conditions, the participant also had the benefit of observing the confederate's choices in either one or both phases. In the "no no" condition, participants only knew that another subject was solving the same task and that performance would be assessed for both of them together. We found that participants were most likely to adaptively deviate from their routine if they could observe the social model in both phases. Our analysis gave rise to the interpretation that this effect was not caused by an increased sample of information provided by the model. Rather, the behavior of the social model may have alerted the participant to the possibility that the world might have changed. As such, the behavior of a model may provide a powerful cue about the nature of the situation. If individuals systematically deviate from a prior norm (here a shared behavioral routine), they can create what Jones and Davis (1965) termed a situation of noncommon effects. According to their theory of correspondent inference, norm deviation is a powerful cue for intentionality and evokes increased deliberate activity in the observer. The observer might begin to wonder why the model is behaving differently and, in our case, might consider the hypothesis that the world has changed. Now assume that participants observe a non-social model, i.e. the behavior of a computer. We regularly do not attribute insight, purpose and intentional behavior to computers. Therefore, a non-social model should be less likely than a social model to alert observers to changes in the decision situation. If our conclusions from the first study are valid, we should find that the impact of the model's behavior decreases when the model is a non-social model. In contrast, if our previous findings were caused by a mere sample size effect, we should be able to replicate the previous pattern of results in a non-social context.
To test these hypotheses against each other, we replicate the previous study in a setting that removes all social aspects of the decision task in order to create a condition in which merely the additional information is present. If our findings were due to a mere sample size effect (model provides additional information) then results should replicate. If, however, the social situation (working together with a human) has caused the pattern of effects, we expect our findings not to replicate.
In Experiment 2, we maintain all essential structural aspects of the task, the procedure and the design. The participants in Experiment 2 have access to information drawn by a computer. This information is provided to them by a "card information box". The box is placed next to the participant, as the model was in the prior study. Draws from this box convey exactly the same information that the social model provided in Experiment 1.
Method
Participants and Design
Fifty-eight female undergraduates (mean age: 20.4) from different majors at the University of Erfurt participated in the experiment, which lasted approximately one hour. They were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions resulting from a 2 (model observable / not observable during routine-learning phase) by 2 (model observable / not observable during routine-asked the participant to make her own first draw. This alternate drawing procedure was continued until the experimenter announced the end of the first (second) phase of the experiment.
As in Experiment 1, the experimenter terminated the learning phase as soon as the participant had gained 250 points or if she failed to reach the critical number of points within 100 trials (these participants were excluded). Participants who successfully completed the learning phase were led to a cubicle where they were presented with the same type of questionnaire used in experiment 1 (questions relating to gender, age, academic majors, etc.).
Thereafter, the experimenter began the test phase in which the pay-off distribution was changed unbeknownst to the participants. Participants were reminded of the rules of the game and asked to play another round. In the condition "additional information not observable during routinedeviation phase" no cards were drawn from the box. In the condition in which additional information was only observable in the deviation phase, the box was introduced with the same instruction as reported above. The moves and pay-offs produced by the box were the same as those of the model in the deviation phase of Experiment 1. After 50 trials, the game was terminated. The reward procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Eight participants failed to successfully complete the learning phase. Specifically, they did not reach 250 points within 100 trials and were thus excluded from all analyses. The remaining 50 participants are almost evenly distributed across the four experimental conditions (n = 12-13 per group). Analyses are basically the same as in Experiment 1. Comparing Figure 5 (Exp. 2) with Figure 2 (Exp. 1), one sees that non-social models are considerably less effective in inviting routine deviation as compared to human models: even in late trials, the percentage of participants in all conditions choosing the deck that was normative during the learning phase remains similar to the percentage choosing the new best deck. In Experiment 1, the newly normative deck clearly outperformed the former best deck in later trials, especially in the "no no" and "yes yes" conditions. Moreover, it takes longer for the new norm to gain more support than the old norm when the card information box is used -again this is most visible in "no no" and "yes yes" conditions. In contrast to Experiment 1, participants in Experiment 2 are tempted to maintain their routines over test trials. 
Routine Effect versus Routine Bias
To disentangle routine biases from routine effects, we calculate the posterior probability of the previously normative choice yielding a gain using Bayes' rule based on the assumption that the game has not changed (as in Experiment 1). As in the prior study, the posterior probability for the previously normative choice remains high throughout the game (see upper lines in all sections of Figure 6 ). Therefore, if participants were blind to the possibility of change, they should have continued to choose the deck that they had learned to be best in the routine acquisition phase. Three participants showed this extreme routine behavior. Another four participants chose the previously normative deck at least 40 times, and an additional five chose it at least 30 times. By contrast, if there was a human model, only a single participant never deviated from the previous norm. No (additional) participant followed the old norm 40 times or more. Only six participants chose the old norm at least 30 times. Compared to experiment 1, a greater number of participants (but still not the majority) were thus sticking to their routine from the training phase. Participants were slightly less inclined to fully explore the (potentially) new situation. While a quarter chose each deck at least once during the first eight trials of the test phase when they had a human partner, only 10 out of 50 (i.e. 20%) participants interacting with a computer did so.
Again, Bayesian updating provides a more precise measure for the strength of routine effects. The lower lines in Figure 6 are calculated in the same manner as the upper lines, except that they refer only to the newly normative choice and use only information sampled during the test phase.
In the aggregate, this posterior probability is consistently greater than 50% from the 28 th trial on (trial 10 in Exp. 1) 4 . A further difference to Experiment one is that the two curves cross in only one condition ("no no"). The slow increase in the posterior probabilities for the new normative deck shows that participants were less inclined to consider the new normative deck. Overall, the routine effect in this study is stronger than in Experiment 1. In other words, the non-social model was less effective than the social model in fostering observer adaptation. This finding strongly speaks against the interpretation that the findings of Experiment 1 were due to a mere sample size effect, because participants in both studies had access to exactly the same amount of additional information. Figure 6 also demonstrates that, again, we only have a routine effect, not a routine bias. The updated probability of the old deck still being best remains very high throughout the test phase as well as in all treatments. We do not find inertia, but a much lesser sensitivity to the possibility that the situation might have changed. 
Adaptation and the Role of the Behavioral Model
Using the same estimation strategy as in Experiment 1, we investigate the adaptation process in Table 4 . Again, given the information from the entire experiment (upall), participants are less likely to deviate from the former normative deck the greater the updated probability of gaining from choosing this deck is. In contrast, given only feedback from the trial phase (uptest), participants are more likely to choose the new normative deck the greater the updated probability of this being optimal is. We conclude that, in the second experiment, the majority of participants are also torn between the two competing interpretations of the situation: as a mere continuation of the previous experience or as a (somewhat) altered opportunity. Yet in sharp contrast to Experiment 1, we no longer find significant treatment effects once we control for the pull of these two competing interpretations of the situation. Descriptively, the (insignificant) effect of the additional information from the card information box even makes it less likely that a participant chooses the new best deck. Seeing the choices from the card box does not help participants understand that the situation has changed. By contrast, while we had no significant interaction effects between uptest and conditions in Experiment 1, we now find that having access to the information from the box in both phases of the experiment (yes yes) leads to a more rapid adjustment to the new normative choice. Hence, with a non-human model there is a sample size effect but no improvement in reinterpreting the situation. In fact, in the "no yes" condition, we even find a significant interaction with updated information from the past that has the "wrong" sign. The more the information indicates that the choice from the past is preferable, the more participants actually switch to the new best deck.
DISCUSSION
Routines are a ubiquitous phenomenon. They help individuals reserve cognitive resources in recurrent decision situations. The ability to form routines provides an advantage in adaptation (Athay & Darley, 1981) . However, the world sometimes changes, causing routines to become obsolete. In order to achieve their desires and needs in such situations, decision makers must abandon their routines and pursue alternative courses of action. Still, little is known about the mechanisms underlying routine deviation decisions. In this paper we explored the role of behavioral models for deviation. In many mundane decision contexts, social behavioral models are available and thus provide an important source of information (Bandura, 1977) .
Models can impact decision making in several ways. First, they provide decision makers with the opportunity to delegate decisions. Observers can employ a very simple heuristic for choice. That is, they simply copy the behavior of the model (Boyd & Richerson, 2005) . Second, models provide additional information about the consequences of behaviors. Observers may witness a model's behavior being reinforced or punished (vicarious reinforcement). In this perspective, models increase the sample size of pay-off information that observers can utilize in their decisions. Third, if there is a discrepancy between the observer's routine and the behavior of the model, this may encourage epistemic thinking in the observer (Jones & Davis, 1965) . In the case of routine decision making, the discrepant behavior of a model may invite observers to assess the situation more carefully. Specifically, observers might consider the hypothesis that the situation is novel ("world has changed"). Perceived novelty is one important factor fostering routine deviation (Betsch et al., 1998 (Betsch et al., , 2001 . Discrepant behaviors in models may serve as a cue for novelty. All these aspects should foster adaptive behavior in a decision maker who can observe a model making accurate decisions.
Before evaluating the three potential paths by which models may impact decision making in an observer, we begin the discussion by highlighting two major findings regarding routine effects and the adaptation process. In both studies we obtained strong routine effects but no routine biases. Accordingly, participants considered prior success rates of the routine and subsequent decisions, but they were not immune to new counter-evidence. New evidence had to compensate prior knowledge before individuals decided to abandon their routine. This process of relearning and gradual adaptation is best described by a Bayesian updating process. This result converges with prior findings indicating that in repeated decision making individuals do not neglect base-rates but rather consider both prior knowledge and new evidence in choice (e.g., Betsch et al., 2005a Betsch et al., , 2001 .
With regard to potential pathways of model effects, we found no systematic evidence for the copy-heuristic or the sample-size account. The mere presence of a good model was not a sufficient condition for improving routine deviation in our participants. Only few participants copied the model from the beginning of the test phase. As already noted, the majority of individuals followed a belief updating strategy that manifested itself in systematic routine effects (delayed adaptation compared to the learning phase). This finding speaks against a general prevalence in individuals to apply a simple copy heuristic when observing a successful model.
Models provide the possibility to learn reinforcement and punishment rates without acting. As such, models provide access to additional information about pay-offs without behavioral costs such as the risk of losses. In the case that the model provides reliable and valid information, it should foster deviation to the extent that the individual can observe this additional information.
In our second experiment the draws by the computer clearly showed that the new alternative was better than the routine. Nevertheless, individuals made little use of this information. This finding speaks against a mere sample size explanation of a model effect.
Rather, our findings appear to be compatible with the third explanation -that a discrepancy between the observer's routine and the behavior of the model may encourage epistemic thinking in the observer (Jones & Davis, 1965 ). Multinomial logit model analyses are in line with the interpretation that the model may have served as a cue for novelty. Participants who observed a social model appeared to perform two tasks simultaneously during the routine-deviation phase. On the one hand, they continued to update prior beliefs regarding the validity of their routine by using primarily information that they sampled themselves. On the other hand, they appeared to solve a conflict regarding the relevance of information. In a social situation (Exp.1), the model's behavior was much more likely to instigate a reevaluation of the situation than in the non-social situa-tion (Exp.2). More participants became suspicious about the situation and began to consider the hypothesis that the routine no longer lead to the best outcome. If this is the case, the prior information from the learning phase (the reinforcement history of the routine) would be irrelevant. Over trials, evidence accumulates in favor of this hypothesis.
According to this interpretation, our participants appeared to be engaged in two levels of analysis. On the level of the lottery decision at stake, they followed an updating strategy by integrating prior information with new evidence. This resulted in a gradual updating of posterior probabilities as well as a gradual adaptation at the choice level. On a meta-level participants may have considered two different interpretations of the situation: "the world has changed" versus "the world is still the same". After repeatedly observing the social model, however, they appeared to arrive at the conclusion that the world has indeed changed. At the data level, this assumption is manifested in the curvature of individual Bayesian updates. Steepness, especially in the social model conditions, shows that new pay-offs from the test phase receive more weight than is justified by the normative benchmark when taking the entire pay-off history into account. At the behavioral level, this assumption is manifested in the absence of a routine bias in choice. Especially in the social model conditions, almost all participants deviated from their routine earlier than would have been justified based on comprehensive Bayesian updating. Overall, our findings indicate that routine deviation is a complex process that may involve different levels of analysis (Betsch & Held, 2011) .
Another important finding was that the model's impact was most pronounced in a social situation (Exp.1) compared to a non-social situation (Exp.2). Note, however, that at the present we cannot determine what aspect of the social situation was responsible for this effect. In the social situation, the model was a human confederate and an in-group member (team situation). Each of these two aspects or both together may have driven the model effect. In Experiment 2 we had to remove both social aspects to create a situation without social cues. This was necessary to assess the mere informational effects of a model and provide a strong test for the competing sample size hypothesis. Therefore, our experiments do not warrant the conclusion that non-human models are generally ineffective. Information provided by non-social models in real world settings (e.g. search engines in the Internet) presumably have a stronger impact on an observer's choices than in our study.
On the other hand, social models in real world settings may not generally have such a strong impact as in our first experiment. We confronted participants with an "ideal" model. The model's behavior was adaptive and outcome information provided by the model valid. Half of the participants had the opportunity to learn this in the first phase. The model was similar to the participant with respect to gender, student status and age. Moreover, the human model was said to be a team member. These features certainly do not apply to all real-world settings. For instance, we may sometimes doubt whether our neighbor's behavior is an ideal choice because we lack confidence in his or her decision competence. We might also neglect potential models because they belong to an out-group or are perceived as being highly dissimilar to ourselves. As such, the average strength of model effects in real world decisions might be lower than in our first study.
On the other hand, one might argue that the team-situation in the first study enhanced the accuracy motivation as compared to the second study without a team condition. We do not believe that this was the case. First, the incentivation for individuals in both studies was exactly the same. Moreover, a team situation does not enhance the probability of success per se, because the behavior of the team member cannot be controlled and, hence, adds an uncertainty factor. Second, and most importantly, an alternative interpretation in terms of differences in motivation cannot account for the fact that we found no significant differences between the studies in the learning phases. In both studies, participants required fewer than 60 trials, on average, to complete the learning phase 5 .
It is important to note that one should not readily generalize the finding that participants did not show routine biases in their choices. Recall the distinction we made between a routine effect and a routine bias. Roughly speaking, a routine effect occurs when adaptive preference formation (consistently choosing the best alternative) in the test phase takes longer than in the learning phase. Routine effects are normatively justified because they reflect the consideration of all prior information during a belief updating process (e.g. by applying Bayes' rule). A routine bias occurs when the routine is still chosen although posterior probabilities would justify routine deviation. We found routine effects but no routine biases. This contradicts our observation that routine biases are pervasive in everyday behavior. For instance, consider the case of maladaptive habits such as drug consumption or stable self-destructive behavioral patterns in close relationships.
Again, we must be aware of the special features of our research paradigm. First, we induced only weak routines and not habits. Habits are routines that are so frequently performed that they are automatically instantiated (James, 1890 (James, /1950 Wood & Neal, 2007) . In our studies the routine was repeated an average of 30 to 40 times during the learning phase. This repetition frequency is very low compared to many habits that have been consolidated over a person's lifetime. Therefore, we wish to limit our conclusions to non-automatic routines (cf. Betsch & Haberstroh, 2005a , for a discussion). Note also that our choice environment provides feedback in an ideal fashion. All feedback was precise, valid and always consistently presented directly after the choice was made. As such, we exposed participants to a "friendly" feedback environment, to use Robin Hogarth's term (Hogarth, 2001) . In real world settings, individuals also face "wicked" environments in which feedback is delayed, inconsistent, opaque or invalid. For example, many of our consumer routines yield positive outcomes in the short run while the negative outcomes are postponed. The hamburger we buy in the convenience restaurant is cheap and tasty. The negative outcomes, such as health problems, are delayed. Some cannot be directly observed, such as the increase in carbon dioxide concentration by the intensive stock-rearing of the animals that yield the meat for the burger. Not surprisingly, routine deviation is less likely in such environments than in the tasks in our experiments. Another boundary condition for our results stems from the pay-off structure of the task. In our studies, the pay-offs are risky; and their values vary within the same option. In decisions under certainty and without outcome variation, routine deviation may occur instantly (Humphreys, 1939) . For instance, if the routine consistently produced the same outcome in the past (say "5"), a change in outcomes (say "-5") can be easily noticed and will likely lead to immediate routine deviation. Note, however, that many decisions in the real world must be made in probabilistic environments such as in our study.
Social situations have emergent properties. Social frames can promote adaptation. For instance, logical thinking in the Wason selection task (Wason, 1960) improves when the task is embedded in a relevant social context (e.g. cheater detection, Cosmides, 1989) . Our research adds to this evidence by showing that social context matters. Specifically, it provides insights into the mechanism by which our neighbor's behavior can impact our own decisions.
